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JEA 1N05 - NAZIS AND RELATED

<09/94>
[u-bit #29100001]

05:00:23      Hitler at army headquarters, congratulating Von Brauchitsch on          (S) Hitler: Agfa Roll B
                    60th birthday, with staff, reception, looking at presents? on table              Comp Pos
                    (1941)                                                                                                      [sound-German
                                                                                                                                    narration]

05:01:37      map of Latvia and Estonia, islands Oesel and Noon?, German             (S) Hitler: Agfa Roll B
                    troops onto islands, troops on bikes, putting down plaque at grave           Comp Pos
                    of German poet Walter Flex, destroyed Soviet gun, German artillery        [sound-German
                    firing (against Soviets), Germans with Soviet prisoners, marching            narration]
                    German troops on road

05:03:29      map of Soviet Union/Leningrad - the fight for Leningrad - LS city,     (S) Hitler: Agfa Roll B
-05:06:12     destroyed Soviet tanks and trucks on side of road, Soviet civilians           Comp Pos
                    on road (“Returning To Leningrad”), MCU two boys, Soviet posters        [sound-German
                    showing “Soviet Union Being Paradise For Children, But Reality             narration]
                    Was Different”, CUs children (narration: poor, neglected, starving
                    children in Soviet Union), Germans in foxhole, LS Leningrad, Germans
                    digging trenches, in trenches, cleaning artillery munitions, field telephone,
                    heavy artillery fire, machine gun fire

05:06:13      map of Soviet Union / south (?) of Leningrad, German tanks,              (?) ?
-05:06:45     troops on road, truck through river

                    various Nazi officials speaking in German:

05:06:50      unid. Nazi speaking about taking long time to build a Reich that         (S) Hitler: Nazi
-05:07:31     will last a long time                                                                                  Leaders
                                                                                                                                    [sound]

05:07:35      CU Alfred Rosenberg (was Minister for the Occupied Eastern             (S) Hitler: Nazi
-05:08:06     Territories in 1941)                                                                                  Leaders
                                                                                                                                    [sound]

05:08:09      CU SS General Joseph Dietrich speaking about only demand              (S) Hitler: Nazi
-05:08:28     is for foreign press to tell the truth about Germany                                   Leaders
                                                                                                                                    [sound]

05:08:30      CU Fritz Todt (Minister for Armaments 1940, Minister for Fuel         (S) Hitler: Nazi
-05:08:55     and Power 1941) speaking about Reichsautobahn construction                 Leaders
                    and how many people found work in those projects                                  [sound]
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05:08:59      CU Reinhardt speaking                                                                          (S) Hitler: Nazi
-05:09:17                                                                                                                          Leaders
                                                                                                                                         [sound]

05:09:19      CU Darre speaking about importance of agriculture for other              (S) Hitler: Nazi
-05:09:33     industries                                                                                                     Leaders
                                                                                                                                         [sound]

05:09:36      CU Julius Streicher speaking about a people that doesn’t care             (S) Hitler: Nazi
-05:09:45     about purity of its race will be destroyed                                                    Leaders
                                                                                                                                         [sound]

05:09:48      CU Ley speaking about making the German worker a proud                (S) Hitler: Nazi
-05:10:04     citizen with equal rights                                                                              Leaders
                                                                                                                                         [sound]

05:10:07      CU Hans Frank (Governor-General of Poland) speaking about the      (S) Hitler: Nazi
-05:10:46     Nazi legal system being the basis for the Nazi state, that the Fuehrer        Leaders
                    is the highest judge, the legal system is sacred to the Fuehrer, the              [sound]
                    citizens life is safe in this Nazi state of order, freedom and of justice

05:10:49      rally or celebration, CU Goering? drinking beer or wine from              (S) Hitler: Nazi
-05:11:00     large glass                                                                                                    Leaders
                                                                                                                                         [silent]

05:11:02      Hitler inspecting / reviewing troops, CU boy, CU Hitler getting          (S) Hitler: Nazi
-05:11:58     into Mercedes, cheering crowd, some women in costumes                        Leaders
                    probably Black Forest), Hess in car waving, limousines through
                    crowded streets

05:12:00      Hitler (seated and standing) in car through crowded streets,                 (S) Hitler: Nazi
-05:12:56     soldiers marching in parade                                                                         Leaders
                                                                                                                                         [silent]

05:12:57      CU short shot of Hitler speaking, large rally, unid. nazi                       (S) Hitler: Nazi
-05:13:05     speaking                                                                                                      Leaders
                                                                                                                                         [sound]

05:13:10      TRUCKING shot from car of crowd doing Nazi salute, Hitler             (S) Hitler: Nazi
-05:13:20     in car waving                                                                                               Related
                                                                                                                                         [silent]
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05:13:25      large indoor rally, LS Hitler speaking from podium, CU                      (S) Hitler: Nazi
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-05:15:15     “Reichsadler” (German state symbol), MS Hitler speaking,                       Related
                    Goering and other cabinet members on bench in background,                    [silent]
                    LS Hitler speaking

05:15:19      Hitler, Goering, Chamberlain?, Mussolini and others at                       (S) Hitler: Nazi
-05:15:58     conference, signing treaty                                                                           Related
                                                                                                                                         [silent]

05:16:02      ruins of city of Franzstadt?, people cleaning up, soldier drawing         (S) Hitler -2-
-05:16:54     picture of buildings, “The Lazy Jews Are Being Put To Work                   [sound-German
                    Immediately”, men with shovels jumping off back of truck,                       narration]
                    Jewish men digging with shovels while Nazi guard watches,
                    some men taking off their jackets and shirts, man being hit with
                    stick while moving stone, building

05:16:55      train into Berlin station, Goering and other Nazis waiting at train        (S) Hitler -2-
-05:17:29     station, Hitler and others walking along in crowds, handshaking,              [sound-German
                    Hitler with little boy and girl, HA Hitler and staff across crowded             narration]
                    square, on balcony waving to crowd

05:17:30      invasion of the Sudetenland (Nov. 1938) -                                            (S) Hitler -2-
-05:18:29     CU sign: “Zollamtsplatz” (in German and Czechoslovakian)                     [sound-German
                    (=Customs), Nazis taking sign down, other border barriers and                  narration]
                    signs being taken down, German troops on horseback across
                    border, women throwing flowers, cheering crowd, Hitler in limousine
                    through crowd, cars across border at town of Wildenau, cheering crowd

05:18:33      Hitler and Nazi officers outdoors at tables eating                                  (S) Hitler -2-
-05:18:53                                                                                                                          [sound]

05:19:01      LS burning factory (oil refinery?), big smoke clouds, burning             (?) ?
-05:19:51     houses (France?)                                                                                          [silent]

05:19:54      German Thanksgiving - celebration of the German farmers                 (?) ?
05:20:53      (Lanvolk), Nazi officials shaking hands, Goebbels,                                    [sound-German
                    Reichsminister Backe speaking, audience, men being honored,                 narration]
                    Goebbels speaking
05:20:57      Hitler and staff over map, CU map of Western Front, two Nazis,        (S) WWII: Newsreels -
-05:21:56     map, CU map of Western Front, two Nazis at map, Nazi typing,               [silent]
                    general in car, airne taking off, Goering with others

05:21:59      CU map of Western Front / France, Nazis at map in candlelit              (S) WWII: Newsreels -
-05:22:25     room                                                                                                            Germany -M-
                                                                                                                                         [silent]
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05:22:29      Goering out of car, walking up stairs into large building,                     (S) WWII: Newsreels -
-05:24:39     General Udet arriving, Hauptmann Balthasar, General                              Germany -M-
                    Kesselring, Oberstleutnant Moellnoss? arriving, interior large                   [sound-German
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                    hall, General Jeschwernik?, Generalmarshall Sperle,                                  narration]
                    Generalleutnant Kastner, officials looking at paper, talking etc.,
                    at large conference table, bust of Hitler, generals talking to each
                    other, Goering etc.

05:24:43      German troops firing artillery, LS tank exploding, fire, burning           (?) ?
-05:27:51     tanks in field, parachutes in sky, LS burning plane crashing, AERIAL      [sound-
                    bombers over city, pilots in cockpit, dropping bombs, explosions,             bombings]
                    burning house, men carrying dead out of houses, crying women, rows
                    of bodies on street, women mourning and crying next to body, Germans
                    through city, machine gun fire etc.   (Eastern Europe or Russia?)

05:27:53      destroyed bridge, PAN to railroad bridge with train, view from head   (?) ?
-05:29:10     of tank through bushes, tanks and Russian soldiers across field,                [silent]
                    burning buildings, people saving belongings out of burning houses,
                    CU women, dead on street, flags being raised, cheering women, soldiers
                    waving from departing truck, cheering crowd, battleships at sea
                    (Eastern Europe or Russia?)

05:29:12      short clip Hitler and others sitting in stadium, CU propaganda             (?) ?
                    posters, unid. man in civilian clothes speaking                                            [sound]

05:29:34      Mussolini on horseback reviewing troops, Germans marching             (?) ?
-05:30:00                                                                                                                          [partial
                                                                                                                                         sound-English
                                                                                                                                         narration]

05:30:02      stills: Hitler’s prison cell where he wrote Mein Kampf, Hitler              (S) Nazism: Promos
-05:30:14     reading newspaper, Hitler at prison window                                              For "The Twisted
                                                                                                                                         Cross"
                                                                                                                                         [section]
                                                                                                                                         [silent]

05:30:14      Hitler speaking with “Adolph Hitler” superimposed, huge rally at       (S) Nazism: Promos
-05:30:33     night, HA people forming Swastika sign with lights, Nazi Youth             For “The Twisted
                    with torch lights, book burning                                                                   Cross”
                                                                                                                                         [section] [silent]

05:30:33      bomber in air dropping bombs                                                               (S) Nazism: Promos
-05:30:35                                                                                                                          For “ The Twisted
                                                                                                                                         Cross”
                                                                                                                                         [section]
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05:30:38      car through countryside to big building or residence, various Nazis     (S) Nazi Military
-05:32:13     arriving, interior large hall - generals talking, Nazis over map,                  Rallies
                    more Nazis arriving, looking out window on to mountains, Hitler             [section]
                    arriving                                                                                                         [silent]
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05:32:16      car through gates of big residence, TRUCKING shot of approach        (S) Nazi Military
-05:34:54     to residence, Hitler and others into building, shaking hands,                      Rallies
                    conference/meeting with foreign ministers?, officials at large                    [section]
                    conference table, signing treaty, Hitler and staff leaving in limousine,       [silent]
                    Hitler in car saluting crowd along streets

05:34:59      CU newspaper headline, crowd, nazis in limousine, parade through    (S) Nazi Military
-05:36:43     streets, through Brandenburg Gate (Berlin), troops at attention, Hitler      Rallies
                    out of car, saluting, marching along rows of soldiers, CU soldier, Hitler   [section]
                    into Reichstag building, interior Hitler on podium                                      [silent]

05:36:48      Southern France - German troops at attention, SA troop leader            (S) Nazi Military
-05:38:32     speaking to soldiers, soldiers receiving medals of honor, SA soldiers        Rallies
                    parading by                                                                                                   [section]
                                                                                                                                          [sound-German
                                                                                                                                          narration]

05:38:36      indoor meeting - shots of audience including Japanese and Nazi          (S) Nazi Military
-05:38:51                                                                                                                          Rallies [section]
                                                                                                                                          [sound-very weak
                                                                                                                                          German narration]

05:38:55      Goering in civilian clothes speaking outdoors (at factory?)                  (S) Nazi Military
                    CU soldiers, men and children listening                                                      Rallies
                                                                                                                                         [section]
                                                                                                                                         [sound-very weak
                                                                                                                                         German narration]

05:39:54      huge rally with torch lights, Goering speaking                                      (S) Nazi Military
                                                                                                                                         Rallies
                                                                                                                                         [section]
                                                                                                                                         [sound-very weak
                                                                                                                                         German narration]

05:40:53      “Das Dankopfer Der Nation”                                                                 (S) Nazi Military
-05:41:26     - people signing lists in SA offices, donating money to Hitler for              Rallies
                    building worker’s housing, Stabschef (Chief of Staff) Lutze speaking,      [section]
                    bombers on field, marching troops                                                               [sound-German
                                                                                                                                          narration]
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05:41:29      Hitler reviewing parading troops                                                           (S) Nazi Military
-05:41:44                                                                                                                          Rallies
                                                                                                                                          [section]
                                                                                                                                          [sound-music]

05:41:55      map of Eastern Front, animation showing distances by airplane,         (S) Nazi Military
-05:42:09     track: “..Created The Fuehrer The Western Barrier...”, two Nazis             Rallies
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                   over map, men shoveling                                                                              [section]
                                                                                                                                         [sound]

05:42:11      German troops marching in Paris, map of Western Front, generals      (S) Nazi Military
-05:42:30     over map                                                                                                      Rallies
                                                                                                                                         [section]
                                                                                                                                         [sound]

05:42:32      Hitler with new cabinet, Goering? (morning after his appointment      (?) ?
-05:42:54     as chancellor), leaving building, cheering crowds                                      [sound-English
                                                                                                                                         narration]

05:42:57      CU Hitler speaking at rally, saluting to audience, Hitler on podium,    (?) ?
-05:43:31     CU Hess and Goebbels listening                                                                 [silent]

05:43:32      CU Hess speaking, CU Hitler saluting                                                  (?) ?
-05:43:38                                                                                                                          [silent]

05:43:42      Hitler, Von Hindenburg and staff, marching troops being reviewed     (?) ?
-05:43:53     Hindenburg, Hitler shoveling (planting tree?)                                            [silent]

05:43:56      HA Nazi tanks, motorcycles etc. through crowded streets                    (?) ?
-05:44:07                                                                                                                         [silent]

05:44:08      Hitler in leather coat at interior rally, shaking hands, Goering etc.       (?) ?
-05:44:16                                                                                                                          [silent]

05:44:18      tanks through city (France?)                                                                  (?) ?
-05:44:22                                                                                                                          [silent]

05:44:26      CU Goering speaking                                                                             (?) ?
-05:44:35                                                                                                                          [silent]

05:44:37      Hitler saluting, troops marching (goose stepping)                                 (?) ?
-05:45:03

05:45:05      tanks across field, over hills                                                                   (?) ?
-05:45:29
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05:45:32      huge indoors rally (6th party convention) (1934?) -                              (S) Hitler: Speeches
-05:49:12     Hess speaking - honoring Hindenburg who had passed away, shots          “Triumph Of The
                    of audience, CU Hess, CU Nazi insignias, Hess welcoming                       Will” 1933 Comp
                    representatives of foreign countries and the leaders of the “Wehrmacht”   Neg
                    (army) which is now headed by Hitler, CU Goebbels, Goering and           [sound]
                    other Nazis, CU Hitler, Hess speaking about taking the people a long
                    time to understand the greatness of these times and what Hitler means to
                    Germany, CU Hess, applauding crowds, Hess speaking: “..When You
                    <Hitler> Act, The Nation Acts. When You Judge, The Nation Judges.
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                    Our Gratitude Is The Vow To Stand By Your Side In Good And In Bad
                    Days, No Matter What. Thanks To Your Leadership, Germany Will Reach
                    Its Goal - Being Home <Heimat> For All Germans In The World. Your Were
                    Our Guarantee For Victory, Now You Are Our Guarantee For Peace - Sieg Heil”
                    - Hitler shaking hands with Hess, cheering crowd

05:49:21      probably at same rally - audience, Hitler speaking “At This Hour,       (S) Hitler: Speeches -
-05:50:23     Thousands Of Party Members Are Leaving The City...Long Live             “Triumph Of The
                    The Nazi Movement, Long Live Germany..” (Hitler gesturing a lot,          Will” 1933 Comp
                    rolling eyes etc. while speaking), cheering crowd, massive “Heil”             Neg
                    shouts, MCU Goering and other Nazis                                                        [sound]

05:50:29      short shot of Hess at microphone, interior rally - mass shouting of      (S) Hitler: Speeches -
-05:50:48     “Heil”, singing hymn, Goering and others doing Nazi salute                     “Triumph Of The
                                                                                                                                          Will” 1933 Comp
                                                                                                                                          Neg
                                                                                                                                          [sound]

05:50:50      Hitler and others leaving rally, marching through aisle of audience,    (S) Hitler: Speeches -
-05:51:12     doing Nazi salutes                                                                                        “Triumph Of The
                                                                                                                                          Will” 1933 Comp
                                                                                                                                          Neg
                                                                                                                                          [sound]

05:51:15      SS troops led by Himmler marching (parading) through city                (S) Hitler: Speeches -
-05:52:40     (probably in Bavaria), Hitler reviewing parade, Himmler in front of         “Triumph Of The
                    Hitler saluting, shaking hands, marching SS troops, Himmler and             Will” 1933 Comp
                    Hitler reviewing troops                                                                                 Neg
                                                                                                                                          [sound-music]

                    Note: Triumph Of The Will might be copyrighted in Germany, and cannot be offered as stock
                          footage to productions to be shown in Europe unless client takes full responsibility for
                          copyright clearance with Transit in Germany.
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05:52:43      German troops on horseback in parade in Paris - L’Arc de                   (?) ?
                    Triomphe in background, Hitler and Goering out of railroad car                [partial
                    where French surrender was signed, ruins of city, damaged tanks,             sound-music]
                    Hitler with Nazis, Petain out of railroad car, interior railroad car,
                    Petain and Nazis sitting down and signing document
                    (surrender shots out of order)

05:54:21      German troops in Paris, at Tomb of Unknown Soldier, French            (?) ?
                    civilians watching, marching German troops, burning buildings                [partial
                                                                                                                                         sound-music]
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05:55:13      Hitler speaking at large outdoor rally, cheering crowd, Hitler and       (N) Nazi Plan Reel 8
-05:55:55     Nazi officers shaking hands, TRUCKING shot through saluting               [section]
                    crowd, Hitler in limousine leaving, through crowd                                     [sound]

05:55:56      Hitler reviewing army maneuvers, large outdoor rally, CU Nazi          (N) Nazi Plan Reel 8
-05:56:48     youth, unid. Nazi announcing Hitler, crowd, MCU Hitler on stage            [sections]
                    doing Nazi salute                                                                                          [sound]

05:56:49      TRUCKING shot along road, destroyed tanks on side of road,            (?) ?
                    destroyed plane, sign for Dunkerque, tanks along country road,                 [sound-bits and
                    German bombers in air, burning buildings, sign for Le Chemin                 pieces]
                    des Dames, German tanks along road, German troops in city,
                    sign for Chateau-Porcien, German tanks, sign for Avancon and
                    Paris, German troops marching, wounded on stretchers being
                    given water, man swimming in river watched by German soldiers
                    in hideout, Germans through town, over pontoon bridge, troops
                    being reviewed by generals, troops in Paris

06:00:07      huge prison camp with French prisoners, abandoned and destroyed    (?) ?
-06:03:21     battleships and trucks on French coast, sunken ships in harbor,                 [sound-weak
                    LS burning buildings, burning ship, captured trucks, weapons, ruins         narration]


